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bances for repairs or renewals of the mains requires careful and
judicious treatment by the road engineer. If possible the road
engineer should place an inspector on the work to supervise, on his
behalf, the reinstatement of the disturbed area and to prevent
possible interference with other mains Where this is not done the
workmen employed on excavation and filling will naturally become
careless and haphazard in their methods, which will result in in-
creased expenditure for the authorities.
It is a sound proposition to have the filled-in material thoroughly
well watered and punned as the filling-in of the trench proceeds.
Another point which occasionally upsets the calculations of the mains
authorities is the subsidence of the paving immediately adjoining
the trench. This is what the road engineer may expect to ocpur,
and the amount of the subsidence will depend on the nature of the
ground, depth of the trench, and the time that the trench is open;
a little cement mixed into the filling will help to prevent settlement.
Temporary reinstatement may be done by filling in the road
material above the level of the road, to allow for settlement. As
regards cross trenches, this is not very satisfactory, as the material
works itself into a ridge and causes serious impact from traffic upon
the untouched road immediately adjoining the trench. So far as
longitudinal trenches are concerned, constant inspection and raising
of the surface may be necessary in order to maintain the road in a
condition of safety.
Reinstatement of Sett Paving.
With regard to the reinstatement of sett paving, on a non-rigid
foundation, similar precautions are necessary; the paving should
be laid " dry"—i.e. without grouting of the joints—in order that
it may be raised easily after settlement has taken place. Cinders
are usually applied temporarily both for the filling of the joints and
the covering of the reinstated section. When settlement has practi-
cally ceased, the setts can be permanently reinstated with a proper
pitch grouting and chippings.
Reinstatement of Concrete Skb Paving or Foundation.
The reinstatement of either a concrete foundation or surface is
usually a matter of some anxiety for the engineer. Normally the
concrete cannot immediately be reinstated, owing to the slow process
of settlement, and the edges of the existing concrete are in danger of
breaking off owing to the partial subsidence of the sides of the
- trench. Secondly, when the reinstatement of the concrete is effected
there is a possibility that some further settlement underneath the
slab may occur, and so cause the concrete to crack. Some means,
-therefore, must be found to circumvent these difficulties.   Perhaps

